LOGAN LODGE CONSUMER/FAMILY/FRIEND
MINUTES
To be held on:

Tuesday 9th February 2021 at 10.30am

To be present:

Roxy Chapman ,Elvira Martinez, Lee Sullivan, Consumers, Family, Friends

In Attendance:
Apologies:

Roxy Chapman ,Elvira Martinez, 13 consumers
Lee Sullivan

Previous Minutes:

1.
1.1

TASK LIST
Message from the NUM

Nil

Outcome

Completed

Message from Lee Sullivan NUM – apologies for not being able to make it to Logan
Lodges first Consumer, Family and Friends meeting. I would like to welcome everyone
to the meeting and hope all who have zoomed in were able to without any technical
difficulties. The offer of zoom for meetings and to talk to families will continue
throughout the year as a way of staying in touch, this can be set up by contacting the
ward clerk between 9-4pm Monday to Friday. Last year was a difficult year for
everyone and I would like to thank everyone for their patience throughout this difficult
time with the restrictions.
As we now have a group email system set which makes it more time efficient for
families to receive information.
Some changes that are happening in Logan Lodge are
 The SHDH internet page for Logan Lodge will be updated with the monthly
calendar , menues, events, newsletter etc
 If you could please go onto the site and have a look and see if there is other
information you would like to have on the site and let activity staff or myself
know also look at how easy/difficult the information is to access
It is also great to once again offer bus outings to the consumers which they have
enjoyed very much.
Please remember when visiting to wear your mask whilst in the facility and to maintain
your 1.5 social distancing for others that do not live in the same house. Please stay
safe.
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2.
2.1

REGULAR REPORTS
New Consumers

2.3
Catering – food services
2.4
Laundry
2.5

Activities

2.6
Feedback - process
2.7
Volunteers
3.
3.1

NEW BUSINESS
Meetings

3.2
Concerns
4.

Outcome

Completed

7 new consumers welcomed to Logan Lodge

Y

Concerns with meals pizza and chips are not always hot when served and would like
larger portions. Majority of meals are served with too much salt. Kitchen to be advised
to increase portion sizes and to address the salt issue.
Consumers have misplaced items in the past, this will be followed up with laundry
services. If clothing items are misplaced or purchased to notify Ward Clerk at
reception or speak with Lifestyle staff to arrange names to be printed on garment.
Consumer would like to see more external activities for example musical bands.
Currently all external activities are on hold due to COVID-19. Consumers are very
happy with all activities on offer and thanked activity staff for all their hard work.
Upcoming events
 celebrating Valentine’s Day
 St Patrick.
Consumer asked why the bus outing to Tower Hill was cancelled. This was cancelled
due to the weather forecast predicted rain. Therefore would not be a very enjoyable
outing and Health and Safety concerns for consumers.
Consumers mentioned they do not feel safe to speak up with any concerns.
Encouragement was given to consumers to speak with Lifestyle or nursing staff if they
would like support. It was noted the facility appreciates their feedback.
Consumers would like the volunteers to return, due to COVID-19 unsure when the
volunteers can return but will keep the consumers informed. Currently the volunteer
gardener is here to attend to the gardens
Outcome

N

Logan Lodge will be providing Family, Friends Meeting via zoom so family and friends
can be present.
Pizza and chips cold and small portions sizes
Salt in meals
Missing clothing
All concerns to followed up with appropriate services.

RECOMMENDATION FOR DECISION
Nil

4.1
5.

Meeting closure: 11:15

6.

The next meeting will be held Tuesday 9th March, 2021 at 10:30 in the Activity Room
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Completed
Y
N

